Prasar Bharati
(India’s Public Service Broadcaster)
Prasar Bharati Secretariat
7th Floor, Prasar Bharati House,
Copernicus Marg, New Delhi

F.No.A-10011/2/2017-PPC

Dated: 27-08-2018

OFFICE ORDER No. 242/2018-PPC

Approval of the Competent Authority is hereby conveyed to transfer Shri P.K. Singh, AE from Finance Wing, PB Secretariat to DG: Doordarshan with immediate effect and until further orders.

(Rajan Bhasin)
Deputy Director (Pers.)
Tel: 011-23118410

To
1. Officer concerned
2. DG: DDn
3. E-in-C, AIR/DDn
4. DDG(A) DG: DDn, PB Secretariat [Shri Rajiv Sinha]
5. Shri C K Jain, DDG(Finance), PB Sectt
6. PS to Member(F), PB Sectt
7. Director (T) PBS – with a request to get the order uploaded in PB Website
8. Hindi Unit for Hindi Version
9. Office Orders folder